Yvan Cujious / Louis Winsberg
Une voix - Six Cordes
Thursday 24 November 2022 – 8.30pm
Musical style: Tribute to Claude Nougaro
Yvan Cujious (Vocal) / Louis Winsberg (Guitar)

The genesis of the show
Nearly 30 years after the release of the live album "Une voix dix doigts", (with
Maurice Wander on piano) recorded at Odyssud (Blagnac), how do you approach the
repertoire of the (with Maurice Wander on the piano) recorded at Odyssud (Blagnac),
how to approach the Nougaro's repertoire in an intimate and tender way?
The show " 1 voix 6 cordes ", approaches the Nougaro repertoire with the masterly
Hispanic playing of Louis Winsberg and the precise and delicate singing of Yvan
Cujious (also on trumpet on a very moving "Toulouse").

The two artists
Yvan Cujious, vocals, trumpet, close to Claude Nougaro and spotted by hi m in 1996
in Toulouse during a song contest that he won and of which Claude was the President
of the jury. He was then invited and presented by Nougaro to the people of Toulouse,
during the inaugural concert of the current Rio Loco festival on July 03, 199 6 on the
quays of of La Daurade in Toulouse.
He was the artistic director of many concerts and events around Claude, during hi s
lifetime and after his death. Claude, during his lifetime and after his death, b y
creating with Hélène Nougaro, the Association Claude Nougaro.
He had never devoted an entire show to his spiritual (re)father. He had to wait for the
moment, for the meeting. It came through Louis Winsberg.
https://yvan.fr/
Louis Winsberg, famous jazz guitarist who, in addition to having founded the famous
group Sixun, was the guitarist of reference for Dee Bridgwater, has collabor ated with
international jazzmen Mike Stern or Eddie Gomez, was arranger and musician of
Maurane, accompanied Claude Nougaro, notably on the exceptional "Ma cheminée
est un théâtre” which will be the entrance to their common show.
https://louis-winsberg.com/

The meeting, a law that travels incognito ...
For the record, Louis Winsberg and Yvan Cujious met on the Place Capitole, during
the 1st tribute concert that Yvan had made the artistic direction.
There were notably Maurane, Lavilliers, Fugain, Angélique Kidjo, Bedos, around
theartists from Toulouse,
He ensured the artistic direction of the concert and sang "A bout de souffle" piece
with 9 times ...
The guitarist of the band that accompanied him was called Louis Winsberg.
It was then Maurane, the common friend, the sister who brought them together again
a few years later.
Nougaro's songs and surprising texts of humor and poetry
A concert alternating songs and some texts.
Claude Nougaro has written a number of fables, short stories, and stories, most of
which he has recorded for the most part.
These texts, among the least known, are surprisingly humorous and poetic.
Jesus
My fireplace is a theater
The lighthouse keeper
The butterfly and the troubadour ...
and then the songs revisited by the duo and rearranged by Louis Winsberg
" jazz and java " " a little girl " " the cinema " " Cécile " or " the don juan ",
" tendre ", " rime " etc…
But also the famous "A bout de souffle" perilous piece in 9 beats and other titles to
(re) discover.
The musical dressing: "one voice - six Spanish strings".
While the songs of the little Occitan bull, were arranged and interpreted most of the
time on the basis of a piano accompaniment, they will be dressed this time by the this
time by the hispanic guitar of Louis Winsberg.
Yvan Cujious' news
- Presents and produces Loft Music Sud-Radio (the station's "live" music program)
as well as a new appointment of intimate musical interviews.
- TV projects including the preparation of a series of musical programs for
France3 around the places of life of some emblematic French-speaking singers.
French-speaking singers.
- He will tour again in 2020 with the Toulouse Con Tour and his friends
Magyd Cherfi and Art Mengo after the release of their first album at the beginning of
next year ...

